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- Standard View - large images view, jpeg2, &
pic2 support. - Fullscreen View - wega2 support

jpeg2000, png, jpg, bmp, tga, tif, & iso. -
Lightbox View - multiple images, no jpeg2000

support. - IPad View - ipad support: landscape &
portrait. - Horizontal Lightbox View - landscape
images. - HandOuter View - landscape images. -
SlideShow View - view images in slideshow view.
- Share HTML View - view images in website or

pictures list. - Zoom & Scroll - zoom scroll
support. - Filter Images - filter images with
jpeg2000 support. - Brightness & Contrast -

adjust brightness & contrast. - Flip Panorama -
rotate images horizontally. - Rotate - rotate 90
degree, 180 degree. - Zip - zip files up. - Unzip -

unzip files up. - Selective - select/delete
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selected images. - Sort by Name - sort images
by name. - Sort by Date - sort images by

modified date. - Export as a Picture Frame -
wega2 support smart phone in landscape &

portrait. - Export as a Picture Frame Jpg - wega2
support jpg file in the smart phone in landscape
& portrait. - Import from IPad - import images
from ipad. - Import from HTC - import images
from HTC. - Delete from IPad - delete image

from IPad. - Tag Editor - tag editor. - Annotation
- annotation tool. - Contact - export and import

images. - Exif Viewer - view exif data. -
MediaTags - view media tags. - Improve

Exposure Plot - improve exposure plot. - Delete
Filter - remove filters. - Filter Effects - improve
contrast, gamma, shutter speed, focal length,
noise. - Transfer Photos - transfer photos from

IPad to computer. - IPad Import - import pictures
from ipad. - Share the Path - share the path to a
file. - Path from Default Viewer - get path to files
in default viewer. - Shared Folder - from shared

folder. - Files Share - share files between
devices. - Sleep - turn on/off camera. - Sleep

Timer - turn on/off camera after time. -
Parameter Save - save parameters of Wega2. -

Parameter
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* Everything is easy for everyone. User-friendly
interface, beginner friendly. * Plays movies and

music right from the player interface. * An
intuitive and easy to use user interface. * State
of the art image viewer, optimized and modified

for digital cameras. * Flexible photo manager
with the ability to create folders and use the

paperclip. * View and edit date, time, GPS, EXIF,
IPTC, TIFF, JPEG, RAW and PNG files. * Option to
enlarge or reduce the pictures to the smallest

size to fit in a specific area. * Exif data analysis
with the built in ExposurePlot program. * State

of the art image viewer, optimized and modified
for digital cameras. * Flexible photo manager
with the ability to create folders and use the

paperclip. * View and edit date, time, GPS, EXIF,
IPTC, TIFF, JPEG, RAW and PNG files. * Option to
enlarge or reduce the pictures to the smallest

size to fit in a specific area. * Exif data analysis
with the built in ExposurePlot program. You can
change the aspect ratio for digital photo frames

or tablet PC's. Wega2 is a high quality image
viewer for digital cameras. Wega2 includes

some handy additional tools to compare images
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and analyze exif data with the build in
ExposurePlot program. Using Wega2, you can

change the aspect ratio for digital photo frames
or tablet PC's. Besides the basic options, viewer,
slideshow and thumbnail view, the program has
a lot of other usefull options. One of the specific

features that Wega2 offers is the paperclip,
designed to to store shortcuts to pictures. ... A

simple, powerful, and free screen capture utility
for Windows. It is ideal for creating videos,
preparing demos, recording tutorials, and

making screenshots. It supports a variety of
hardware devices and formats, including PC,
PS2, Dreamcast, Mac, Playstation, Gameboy,

and NES. It can capture the full desktop or the
full screen, and then save the captured images
to a variety of image, video and audio formats.

Support more new and latest input formats,
such as XMBC. Easy to use, no need to configure

the capture parameters. You can save images
and videos to its internal hard disk and you can
transfer them to a portable media or burn them

to a blank CD/DVD. With its video capture
feature, you can capture b7e8fdf5c8
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Wega2 is the free professional (personal or
commercial) CD/DVD Image Viewer. It allows
you to view any type of image under a
numerous of viewing modes (Thumbnail, Zoom,
Printer, Digital Photo Frame). With Wega2, you
can compare and annotate two images. The
built-in ExposurePlot is a very handy tool to
automatically compare images in a range of
some parameters (brightness, contrast,
sharpness). Wega2 3.3 features: - A very easy to
use interface, with a lot of attractive tools. It's
fully customizable. - Manage files and folders
with custom folders. - Automatically select
which images are opened in a new window. - Set
and manage background images. -
Automatically remove the path from thumbnails,
and directly get the file path. - Create
thumbnails for digital photo frames and digital
photo books. - Set and manage the buttons
position. You can create several buttons and
have different groups. - View images in full
screen mode and in a narrow window. - Print
images to the built-in printer of your computer. -
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View images in full screen mode and in a narrow
window. - Use as a background window. - Print
images to the built-in printer of your computer. -
Use as a background window. - Show a list of
the most used images. - View images in full
screen mode and in a narrow window. - Print
images to the built-in printer of your computer. -
Use as a background window. - Use as a
personal organizer (paperclip). - Set and
manage the color of the "Welcome Window". -
Automatically save the images order. - Do not
display images with a specific extension. -
Display the date and time on the image title. -
Display the EXIF information for each image. -
Customize the look of thumbnails. - Automatic
update of the link with the new images (every
five minutes) - System Preferences Tray icon. -
Sharing mode: - Directly send images by e-mail.
- Embed images in your homepage and home
page (right click on image and choose 'Embed in
homepage' or 'Embed in home page'). - Convert
image to PDF. - Convert image to JPG 2000
format. - Save images in tiff format, png format
or jpeg format. - Import PDF files in

What's New in the?
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================= * View images from
digital cameras and computers (more than 10
supported file formats).* Compatible with stand-
alone digital cameras. Wega2 fetches image
metadata even if the file is not available. *
Assign predefined keywords to each image.
Identify and sort photos by popularity. Look at
your images with different color palettes. See
"Exposureplot" comparison tool right in Wega2.*
Compare images with "ExposurePlot" analysis
tool.* View thumbnails in 32:16, 16:16 or 4:3
aspect ratio.* Zoom, crop, auto-enhance, rotate,
flip, extract and analyze images. View digital
photo frames. * On-the-fly image conversion
with "ExposurePlot" analysis tool.* Print images
in high resolution.* Detailed camera/file
statistics.- see all available camera settings in
tool-bar, and filter by the most important ones.-
Ability to change/apply custom camera settings
to all future images.- Change image brightness.-
Overlay photo captions on one image. Compare
images with changeable captions (text color,
font size).- Crop photo to any size.- Crop photo
to aspect-ratio (seamless).- Straighten photo.
Flip image horizontally or vertically. Rotate
photo.3D Photo Viewer- View 3D photographs
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with 3D Photo Viewer software.- The program
has a unique ability to view 3D photographs on
any computer screen, without the need for
special glasses. To help you install, uninstall,
update, transfer Wega2 to different computers,
Wega2 Desktop Setup CD is provided with the
program (please note that the CD key is for Lite
version of the application. If you wish to get full
version, just go to Permissions:
============== *
Install/Uninstall/Update: You have full control. *
Read and write data on your computer: You
have read and write access. * Write to the
registry: You have write access. * Network with
this computer: You have write access.
SerialWega2 SerialWega2 is a program for
storing image metadata (Exif data,etc) in a file.
It allows you to set keywords, as well as to
rename pictures.SerialWega2 is freeware (only
v1.03.111 included in this portable version)
SerialWega2 Features:
======================== * Read
and write data in EXIF
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System Requirements:

---------------------- UPDATE: Due to the generous
donation of Joshua von Busch for this tutorial by
the graciously titled 'The Farlander' I decided
that I would write an update for people to
hopefully still enjoy. Joshua also provided an
additional video showing how to fully install the
mod. The video will be below. Another great
mod of the Farlander that I highly recommend:
Visions of Mezzadri is also now available for the
mod. (Thanks, The Farlander)
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